Abstract. In this paper Location-2-Domination set and their properties are being studied. A subset V S ⊆ is Location-2-Dominating set of G if S is 2-Dominating set of G and for any two vertices 
Introduction
Throughout this paper let us follow the terminology and notation of Harary [11] . Cockayne and Hedetniemi [7] introduce the concept dominating set. A subset S of vertices from V is called a dominating set for G if every vertex of G is either a member of S or adjacent to a member of S. A dominating set of G is called a minimum dominating set if G has no dominating set of smaller cardinality. The cardinality of minimum dominating set of G is called the dominating number for G and it is denoted by ) (G γ [6] . Harary and Haynes [5] introduced the concepts of double domination in graphs.
A dominating set S of G is called double dominating set if every vertex in V-S is adjacent to at least two vertices in S. Given a dominating set S for graph , G for each u in V-S let S(u) denote the set of vertices in S which are adjacent to u. The set S is called locating dominating set, if for any two vertices u and w in V-S one has S(u) not equal to S(w) and the minimum cardinality of Location Domination set is denoted by RD(G) [7] . The Cartesian product G H □ [14] . The Semi-Strong Product of two graphs G and H is the graph G⋈H with vertices V(G⋈H )=V(G)×V(H) and edges E(G⋈H )={(a,x)(b,y)} if and only if (a,b)ϵ E(G) and x=y or (a,b)ϵE(G) and (x,y)∈E(H)} [12] . 
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